The numbers of information bits to be embedded into each block are equal in current image watermarking algorithms. The sensitive positions are overly embedded while the insensitive ones are not fully utilized with a certain amount of information bits, which limits the effect of embedding the information. A new image watermarking algorithm is proposed by adaptively determining the number of information bits to be embedded into the blocks. It is also considered when embedding the information that the sensitivity of same texture or brightness on human eye is not same in different circumstances. The original image is divided into blocks, and the number relies on the frequency-domain of the blocks. Experimental results show that the algorithm can well promote the invisibility of the watermarks with a certain amount of information bits, according to which the amount of information bits can be larger with the same invisibility.
Introduction
Piracy of digital products has been a more and more severe problem with the development of internet and digitalization of media resources in recent years. And digital watermarks has been a hot issue, for it is a main way to protect the copyright of digital products. The main watermarking methods to embed information into images currently are to add the information into the image's such domains as frequency, space and compression. Space domain methods are simple and easy to understand. But their applications has been limited for they are sensitive to attacks put on intentionally or unintentionally. Frequency domain methods show great robustness when the images are attacked, making themselves be the key point in watermarking researches. Attention on frequency domain methods has been raised after Cox proposed the first watermarking algorithm base on frequency in 1996. These methods transform the original image data from space domain to frequency domain, add the information into it and then transform it back to space domain. Such transforms include Discrete Fourier Transforming (DFT), Discrete Cosine Transforming (DCT) and Discrete Wavelet Transforming (DWT). Current methods generally divide the image into blocks, embed information bits equally in intensity and number into each block. These methods, however, have monotonicity in formality and are lack of adaptivity, thus limiting the effect of the watermarks. To deal with that, an adaptive dither modulation image watermarking is proposed in [4] , a new method by Fuzzy Inferring System to modulate the intensity to embed the bits is in [5] , and the gray property is used to embed the bits in [6] . But these methods embed an equal number of bits into each block, thus blocks with high or low sensitiveness will have the same quantity of bits, which brings about the methods' inflexibility. When the total is fixed, blocks at sensitive positions will have a glut of bits, which lowers the watermarks' invisibility. And if the invisibility is to be conserved, only a few bits will be embedded into the insensitive blocks, which in turn limits the capacity of the bits to be embedded. According to the impact of texture and brightness on human's eyes, this paper proposed a new method to differ the number of bits to be embedded into each block, that is, embedding different numbers of bits into each block. The paper also gives a solution to adaptively determine that number. Experimental results show that the algorithm can well promote the invisibility of the watermarks, and has greater robustness than common algorithms.
Frequency Domain Methods
Classic frequency domain methods embed equal number of bits into each block after the image data are divided into blocks. The steps are as follows:
Embedding the Watermarks
The procedure to embed the watermarks is shown in Fig. 1. (1) Divide the original image into blocks of r × r with no intersections, which are called space domain blocks.
(2) Select a frequency domain, transform each block from space domain to frequency, thus get a frequency matrix that is consisted of r × r frequency coefficients.
(3) Scramble the image data sequence before embed the information bits in order to resist cutting attack, thus get the data sequence scrambled. 
Extracting the Watermarks
The procedure to extract the watermarks is contrary to that of embedding, which is shown in Fig. 2 .
(1) Divide the watermarks-contained image to blocks of r × r with no intersections, which is space domain blocks.
(2) Transform each block into frequency domain by the same method, and get a frequency matrix that is consisted of r × r frequency coefficients.
(3) Compare this matrix with the original frequency matrix by the coefficients, and the intensity which is used in the embedding procedure need to be concerned, and extract the scrambled sequence of the watermarks data.
(4) Inverse scramble the extracted sequence and we get the original watermarks data sequence. We can see from the procedures to embed or extract watermarks that current frequency domain methods input a same number of information bits into each block, which cannot adaptively determine the number of bits to be embedded into each block, thus circumscribing both the method itself and its effect. For each block, the invisibility and robustness will not be so good when it has too much bits embedded in itself. On the other hand, the capacity to contain information can not be well utilized if the block has only a little bits in it. As a result, the quality of the embedding algorithm will probably be well promoted if we can input different numbers of bits into each block.
A Method to Adaptively Embed Different Numbers of Bits into Each Block
The paper proposed a new method for watermarking to deal with the disadvantages of common methods. This method can input different number of information bits into each block, and can also determine the number adaptively by analyzing human visual system. The idea is as follows.
When the image data is transformed into frequency domain, the coefficient that represents the lowest frequency is noted as Direct Component (DC) Coefficient, which shows the brightness of the hole image. DC coefficient has the greatest impact on human's eyes, for people are sensitive to image information in low frequency. An image's texture complexity can be represented by variance of itself. The larger the variance, the more complex the texture and the better the invisibility of the watermarks. Combination of brightness and texture complexity can be shown as follows:
where, L var represents the variance of the texture, L D the Direct Component Coefficient, a the coordinate coefficient, Y the combination of brightness and texture complexity of an image block. a can be determined by experiments or multi-iterations. For each block, the larger the Y , the more the bits which are input into the block. Then we can utilize human visual system to both promote the robustness of the watermarks and conserve its invisibility.
A New Algorithm to Adaptively Determine the Number of Bits Embedded
According to the method above, we can describe the steps to embed and extract watermarks as follows, respectively. 
Embedding the Watermarks
where, 
Extracting the Watermarks
When extracting the watermarks, we need to divide the watermarks-contained image into blocks with the size of r×r. Transform each block to frequency domain by the same frequency transforming method as used when embedding the watermarks. Calculate Y for each block, and catalog all the blocks by their Y s. Each block in a same group will have b i (1 ≤ i ≤ k) information bits in it. For each block, select the coefficients that represent low or middle frequency in its frequency matrix, compare them with the corresponding coefficients in the frequency matrix of the original image block, and calculate the information bits that were added. Thus we get the scrambled watermarks data W ′ . Inverse scramble W ′ and the original watermarks data W will show.
Experiments and Analysis
The paper takes the 512 × 512 sized, 8-bits grayed image "Lena" as the watermarks carrier image, and the watermarks is a two-valued image, which are shown in Fig. 3 . Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) will be applied to evaluate the invisibility of the watermarks. ii. When 1 bit of information is to be embedded in, choose D m,n (4, 4).
Let a = 16 which is the coordinate coefficient. The paper scramble the watermarks data by Logistic Chaos Sequence based algorithm with the cryptographic key of 0.56. Embed the watermarks by the same way as that in [7] . The watermarks-contained image and the extracted watermarks are shown in Fig. 4 . From the experiment, we can get the result that the PSNR between the original and the watermarks-contained image is 32.948, which is better than 30.450 got in [7] . The similarity NC=1.000 between the original and the extracted watermarks is got. Here, we can see that the watermarks have better invisibility with this algorithm when the summation of information bits is fixed. On the other hand, we can infer from this that the capacity to contain information bits will be larger when the same invisibility is requested. And moreover, the watermarks will also be extracted well in this algorithm.
To test the robustness of the watermarks by the algorithm above, this paper take a series of attacks on the watermarks-contained image. The watermarks extracted are in Fig. 5 .
Compare the algorithm with that in [7] on similarity (NC). Some of the results are shown in Table 1 .
Experimental results show that the algorithm in this paper is advantageous when there're attacks of Pepper Noise, Cutting and JPEG Compression. Especially for JPEG Compression, the algorithm has greater ability to compensate for the information bits lost in the attack. It is also robust to cutting attack because it used scrambling. But it has less robustness to Gaussian Noise and Brightness-Changing because these attacks will change the image's gray value background, which raised an issue to improve the algorithm. 
Conclusion
This paper proposed a new watermarking algorithm that makes the number of the information bits to be embedded into each block be different when the original image is separated, and raised a way to adaptively determine the number. The algorithm add information bits into the frequency matrix, which also took texture, brightness and human visual system in consideration. It can make the watermarks be more invisible when the summation of information is the same. Experimental results show that it can make the watermarks be much more robust when JPEG Compression occurs. And for other attacks, the watermarks in the image also have a considerable resistance.
